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One of the most effective missionary enterprises in the history of the world,

one of the most so= successful, one of the most effective, and we will

want to see certain very vital principles that entered ixtkaxx into its

effectiveness, and places at which its effectiueness could have been

completely destroyed, if it were not for the careful supervision and guidance

of our Lord. We noticed yesterday certain principles which are vital in our

understanding of the Old Testament and equally ix vital in our understanding
out

of the situation today. We noticed that God could wipe/(he world of sin

with th wave of the hand, if e chose. H accxp could completely

demolish 14 te
your1,stepp4g

on an ant and put an end to it. But in

_ ;JI
the nature of the universe7-th-God has

createdt
in the nature of God fr as

exists, He could not have men who ape- were beings who would love Him

AQAJ
for Himself I,\who.-4e. grateful to Him for what He has done for therr beings,

who are not automaton but living beings
$ithout

the possibility of sin,

and so if we realize the terrible nature of sin, we do not have a questions
how

as to w uldbemisery in the world there is a god. +;&w,.Our

question --hw how can there be less than five

&1L (l144,Ij ciJ
times øf misery there is when sin is as terrible and widespread as it is.

If we realize the nature of sin, its power, and its subtlety, we w-t
in Aid constantly see how -

we will look for
it/ourselves,qf'God

wants us to improve and,4ind t±rareas

of sin in our lives / that w have not realized before which may be cutting

down our effectiveness, holding us back our progress in zxgx the

Christian life, and atii the same time, I x think that it will lead us

to be a bit more tolerant..others because it is- sort-of easy for us to
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